a mindful island lifestyle shop.

“THE RAW” BERMUDA HONEY
(4 OZ JAR- $30)
Enjoy Raw Bermuda Honey straight from the source. Our raw honey is
harvested in small batches from hives kept on property. Our hives are
maintained by local beekeeper, Spencer Field, who is on a mission to grow +
protect the island's endangered bee population. "The Raw" is known for its
amazing taste, thanks to the exotic variety of old-growth sub-tropical flora and
fauna that has been cultivated here for 70+ years. The health benefits of
incorporating raw honey into one's diet are impressive. It is antioxidant rich and
helps promote healthy immunity + sleep. Raw honey is a prebiotic which helps
with digestion and gut health. Pair with your favourite meal, or take home as a
special gift. #savethebees

OLD GARDEN ROSE MIRACLE HEALING OIL
(8 OZ PUMP BOTTLE - $95) (100ML PUMP BOTTLE - $75) (30ML ROLLER BOTTLE - $55)
Our hand-pressed blend of roses, organic Spanish olive oil, and calming
essential oils of lavender, tangerine, bergamot, cypress, geranium,
frankincense + chamomile. Helps to soothe dry hands, cuticles and skin, as well
as to restore inner calm, balance, and combat anxiety. Our roses include an
abundance of old garden roses (an endangered species), grown in the
Ledgelets Gardens with love for three generations. For a full explanation on
the healing power of roses, olive oil, and calming essences, please visit:
theledgelets.com/old-garden-rose-healing oil. Our bottles are made in the USA
from recycled UV black glass, and are 100% reusable. #greenbeauty
#cleanbeauty #madeinbermuda #theOGRose

OLD GARDEN ROSE LIP + SKIN SALVE
(15ML - $35)
A natural companion to oil, is salve. Most popular rose salves on the market
actually contain very little rose, and can be full of chemicals and toxins. Hence,
by popular demand, we developed our Old Garden Rose lip + skin salve for
times deeper hydration is needed. It is a blend of organic bee's wax; virgin
organic coconut oil; Old Garden Rose healing oil; and little organic rose absolute
for some added luxury healing.

THE LEDGELETS BERMUDA CEDAR SACHET SET (2) - $35
Made for Ledgelets by a local seamstress using vintage fabric remnants,
Bermuda cedar chips saved from trees fallen in hurricanes, or were used to
build our fences and garden trim. Bermuda Cedar is listed as an endangered
species since the early 1900's, when a mite introduced to the island during
WWI destroyed the population.

THE “KNOCK YOUR SOCKS OFF” RUM SWIZZLE - REFILL/32oz - $35
Made by Chef JY, this traditional Bermudian rum punch is a blend of
pineapple juice, orange juice, Gosling's Black Seal rum + Gold rum, topped off
with a few secret ingredients... This recipe has welcomed guests to the
Ledgelets + Bermuda since 1948. Chef JY is happy to whip up a mocktail
version, if so desired.

THE RENATE KAFTAN - ONE SIZE - $75
Named for John's mum, a former German model and hospitality
hostesse (aka #vintagebabe) that was the OG of this flowy island style
trend. Private labeled in India, ethically sourced. 100% cotton.

LOGO TEE SHIRT - $40
Our basic crewneck pocket tee is 100% cotton, ethically sourced + a no brainer gift to wear
home.

LOGO HOODIE ROBE - ONE SIZE - $150
Enjoy the hoodie robe life when you are back home. Disclaimer: 100% guaranteed to bring
back the island vibes when wearing. Ethically made in the USA.

LOGO TOWEL (70" X 40") ($75/One) ($125/set of 2)
Super luxe + thicker than typical pool towels, this vacation essential provides comfort +
high absorption power, while still being lightweight and easy to pack. Measuring at 70” x
40”, this towel is perfect for lounging on the beach or wearing as a beach wrap. It can
also bring an extra pop of style to your bathroom back at home. Made in ethically in
Turkey, with a team located in the United States. #poolside #slay

LOGO HAT - $40
Rock your favourite cottage collective, from your favourite island, in a classic, yet
minimal way.

LOGO MINI-CROSSBODY MARKET BAG - $75
Our answer to the frumpy grocery run bag, this cute little mini bag is great when
you want to look casual cool too. Each bag comes with your choice of a groovy
iron-on patch.

LOJA VINTAGE CAPSULE
(TOPS + BOTTOMS - $40) (DRESSES - $50) (JACKETS - $75)
Mindfully restored on island, our sustainable island lifestyle capsule is a nod
toward the future; an antidote to the toxic industry of "fast" anything in design.
Handpicked in thrift and consignment shops, or pulled out of the Young's
storage units, then carefully restored + re-labled by local artisans. A purchase of
each piece is going toward a cleaner environment, and let's be real, a way more
authentic look than anything brand new.

ALEXANDRA MOSHER STUDIO JEWELLREY
*pricing upon request
Alexandra + her team handcraft jewellery that reflects the natural elements
found in the island's clear blue waters + lush subtropical gardens. Her pink-sand
pieces are the sweetest memory of your Bermudian holiday; a tasteful,
wearable piece of art to keep our island in your heart, long after the tan fades.
We recommend a visit to her flagship boutique on Front Street in Hamilton, as
well as her curated studio tour experience. *for free next day local delivery + 10%
OFF, purchase from her website: alexandramosher.com; use CODE LCCVIP10.

GGCXWORLD JIGSAW PUZZLE - BOX SET - $85
MINI ABSTRACT CANAVS x3 (located in the Clubhouse Bar) *pricing upon request
Original artwork by local Bermudian artist, Gretchen Conyers. GGC WORLD X is
built off the basis of helping others step into alignment, to raise their vibration
so they can ultimately live their best life! In other terms, it’s her mission to help
others feel GOOD. IG: @ggcworldx.

MAROONED X THE LEDGELETS TEE - $40
Designed by local creative Adam Johnson, Maroon's mission is to educate young
people on the value of saving our oceans + reefs. A portion of the proceeds go
towards a student scholarship summer camp programme about reef
conservation + preservation.

BERMUDA BORN
*priced as labeled

Designed by Bermudian Patrice Morgan, and hand-crafted in Portugal.
Patrice studied Accessory Design FdA at the London College of Fashion in
2012; after graduating, she decided to set up her own brand, and her highend leather brand Bermuda Born was, well, born! The island, where Patrice
has spent much of her life, is a constant source of inspiration for her, and
it’s where all her bags and purses are designed. bermudaborn.com
REEF SAFE + NON-TOXIC SPF 20 - 4 OZ. PUMP BOTTLE - $45
Did you know that many SPF, cosmetics + beauty products might be
harmful to ourselves + the environment? Many of these products can be
laden with chemical ingredients that could potentially cause long-term
damage. According to the Environmental Working Group (ewg.org),
women use an average of 12 products a day, containing 168 different
chemicals. Men use fewer products, but still put 85 chemicals on their
body. Our SPF is sourced from our local green beauty experts at Cassine.
Check out their full range of non-toxic self-care products for the entire
family at www.cassine.shop/. They deliver! Detoxify your routine, you will
not regret it! #beautyandthereef

